From: Elmore C. Grim, Commissioner  

Subject: Submission of Transitioned Application,  
Priority II, III and IV Applications  

The date for submission of technically complete Priority II  
"transitioned" permit applications has been moved to October 3, 1983. On or  
before this date, all Priority II transition comprehensive applications  
(priority codes beginning with "G" and ending with "X", "N", or "P") must be  
submitted to the Department in a form ready for technical review, including  
all compliance demonstrations and other technical data required for inclusion  
in the application.

The date for submission of technically complete Priority III and IV  
transitioned permit applications has been re-scheduled for December 19, 1983.  
As in the case of Priority II applications, all Priority III and IV transition  
comprehensive applications must be submitted to the Department in a form ready  
for technical review by the Division of Permits.

The submission dates identified herein supersede those dates  
previously specified in RAMS #53, #55, and #62.